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Editorial 

We are entering the tenth consecutive month with raw 
sugar between 13 and 14cts/lb. At this price, no-one 
anywhere in in the world is earning any money. And it is 
hard to hear news around the world leading us to believe 

that the value will increase in 
the coming weeks – with a 
further surplus expected for 
next year...! 
 
But markets are volatile, 
especially the sugar market, and 
we must remember it. This 
situation cannot last, it is just a 

difficult experience to get through. And this experience 
should be used by our local industries to test how 
efficient our risk management tools are – if they exist. 
And if they don’t exist, this test should show us just how 
urgent it is to implement them together, with our 
factories. Otherwise this test will look like a ‘crash test’. 
 
But one day we will realize the test is over. That is a 
certainty.  
 
And it is heartwarming to see that some countries in the 
world are preparing for this. Every month we hear of new 
projects, which confirm that our product is a valuable 
one, that the consumers are here, asking us to work. The 
latest one is in Egypt, where a sugar beet factory is 
expected with a total capacity of 750,000t of sugar from 
sugar beet! Complainers will say: ‘one more factory to 
add sugar to the sugar surplus?!’… I would prefer to be 
amongst the optimistic who welcome these new 
colleagues. 
 
Because these projects are here to remind us of the great 
mission we all have: to provide sugar to our consumers. 
They remind us that the consumers are here, that they 
are asking for 1.5-2% more every year – and that this 
evolution represents 3 to 4Mt per year! 
 

Jean-Pierre Dubray, President WABCG 

News from North Germany 

In January every year – since 1926 – we have the 
international green week (IGW) in Germany’s capital 
Berlin. IGW is a one-of-a-kind international exhibition of 
the food, agriculture and gardening industries and the 
origin of the Global Forum for Food and Agriculture 
(GFFA). This is where over 80 international ministries and 
food producers meet – their displays reveal the 
fascinating world of the food and beverage industries. 
For us it is a good platform to develop (new) partnerships 
with politicians, media, sugar consumer and industry. 
 
Communication and networking becomes more and 
more important because sugar seems to get a negative 
image. Politicians think about taxes on sugar; and the 
food industry about reducing or/and replacing sugar in 
their products.  
 
Anyway, North Germany looks back on a good, but 
challenging sugar beet year. In average nearly 79 metric 
tonnes per hectare of beet were harvested with an 
average sugar content of 17.7 %. This is a very good 
result taking into account that we had frost during the 
seeding and a lot of rain during summer, autumn and 
winter. Especially harvest and transport were quite hard 
work for all participants of the sugar-chain: Harvester 
could hardly lift the beet in some regions (especially in 
the north) and delivery services had problems to take the 
beets to the factory. Sugar beets were dirtier than the 
years before but sweeter than expected. Because of 
always enough water during the vegetation period, the 
sugar yield was the second best in history. 
 

 
 Typical situation in North Germany 2017: Too wet to harvest. 
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The amount of best quality beet and their processing into 
sugar, pellets and energy has now the challenge to find 
markets and clients. The market situation is tight. With 
sugar prices in Europe with 
around 400 euros per ton (still 
expected to fall) and actually 290 
euros at the world market, we 
calculate with decreasing prices 
for sugar beets in Germany as 
well.  
 
For organic beet, the situation 
looks much better. After a 
successful organic beet 
campaign, Nordzucker plans to 
expand its activities and promote 
ecological cultivation with higher beet prices. Because 
the sales market for sugar from organic sugar beet is 
growing and the demand higher than production. 
Therefore, this niche sector should grow within the next 
years. 
 
End of quota is also a chance to find new markets. Some 
of our members have already started to deliver their 
surplus sugar beets via railroad to e.g. Switzerland. So it 
is interesting to see how the future of beet growing in 
North Germany will develop. 
 
 
 
 
 

Dr. Heinrich-Hubertus Helmke, General Secretary 
DNZ - Dachverband Norddeutscher Zuckerrübenanbauer 

(Head Association of North German Sugar Beet Growers) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

News from Mauritius 

In its previous article for WABCG a year ago, Mauritius 
emphasized the stronger competition looming ahead for 
its sugars, especially after liberalization of production 
quotas in the EU, which has so far been their main export 
destination. While being cognizant that quality and price 
competitiveness are sine qua non conditions for survival 
of the industry in a free market environment, it is being 
felt that, as world market price distortion persists, these 
do not suffice. 
 
 
It should be recalled that the industry had undertaken 
significant reforms a decade ago in the wake of the 
abolition of ACP/EU guaranteed prices, and in 
anticipation of the erosion of all the trade preferences in 
the EU. After having invested in value-added operations 
and being now a supplier of essentially direct 
consumption sugars, it has managed to diversify its 
export market base with the view to taking advantage of 
the best market opportunities.  
 
 
However, sugar sales revenue is 
being impacted by prevailing 
market prices, and any support 
being provided to sugar 
producers/exporters elsewhere 
to stay profitable at such price 
levels is only doing them a 
disservice. Mauritius is even 
more vulnerable owing to its 
restricted domestic market, 
which represents less than 10% 
of its annual sugar production. 
 
 
How can certain sugar producers sell on the world 
market at prices which are below their production cost? 
While subsidies or other government support being 
provided to producers/exporters worldwide cannot go 
unnoticed, the ease at which they harm industries at 
destination or exporters with no such assistance is 
ruthless.  
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As a Small Island Developing State, Mauritius is highly 
disadvantaged by such unfair trade practices, despite 
having adopted the best practices both in the field and at 
the mill: the industry has indeed spared no effort in 
making required investments in order to conform with 
buyers’ stringent quality and food safety standards and 
even in meeting the increasingly demanding 
sustainability standards. It is, however, unfortunate that 
these aspects become of lesser priorities in a price 
bloodbath. 
 
While, in the absence of secured market access, the 
industry remains vulnerable to the distorted world 
market price, it is now being compelled to consider a 
new reform in order to ensure profitability.   
 
 
 
 

Devesh Dukhira, CEO  
MSC (Mauritius Sugar Syndicate ), Mauritius 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

News from Denmark 

 News from our General Assembly 
 
We have just held our yearly General Assembly where all 
our members – which means all sugar beet growers in 
Denmark – are invited to come. This is the most 
important day of the year for our organisation when we 
get to meet and discuss all 
the topics which are 
relevant. And it is also the 
place where members are 
elected to the Board. 
After the start of the 
General Assembly when 
we from the Board (myself 
and a couple more 
persons) inform in detail 
about the main topics from 
the past year and ideas and 
tasks for the coming year, 
the floor is open for all our members to give  comments, 
input, criticism and even praise, if that is the case. It is 
very important for us to hear the reactions from our 
members and what they want us to work on for the 
coming year.  
From the Board we are of course in close contact with 
many of our members during the year outside the 
General Assembly – eg. I have many members calling me 
on the phone almost every day during the year, but the 
General Assembly is the forum where each individual 
member really has the opportunity to speak up and 
influence the coming work of his organisation. 
Over the last 5 months, the Board has been working on a 
new strategy for our organisation where we have looked 
closely into what are the most important tasks for us 
during the coming year. We have had 4 long meetings of 
the Board where we have discussed everything in detail 
and it has been a fruitful process. Once in a while it is 
necessary to do so and take the time needed – we had 
not done this in such an intensive way for several years 
within the Board. 
One of the visible outcomes is that we made a proposal 
to the general assembly to reduce our Board from 15 to 
10 members. All changes, this one included, were 
adopted with a great majority. Some of our members 
with many years of experience on the Board found this as 
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a good opportunity to resign from office, but fortunately 
some new well qualified candidates wanted to join the 
Board and replace them. To find new candidates who 
want to do so is not always easy. Young farmers today 
are very busy with their farm, family and other activities. 
We had new candidates for the Board and in that way 
democracy was working, and we experienced a longer 
day than normal with many rounds of elections before 
we had set our new team.  
It was a good day, and a long day, where I slept well 
when I finally returned home late in the evening! 
 

 News from the field 
 
From our “daily life” I can say that we ended our 2017 
beet campaign in January with the last delivery of beet to 
our two factories here in Denmark. It has been a 
campaign very much affected by lots of rain during the 
entire summer, autumn and beginning of winter until 
late January. All kinds of work in the fields have been 
negatively affected by the wet conditions and it has been 
quite difficult to harvest the beet at the right time to 
supply the factories so that they could run at maximum 
speed. 
 
It has also been the first year with a new system for 
transporting the beet. Nordic Sugar, our processor, has 
taken over the transport of the beet, and it has provoked 
many negative reactions from the growers. There is 
definitely room for improvement next season. This 
subject took a considerable amount of time in the debate 
at the General Assembly. Besides that, we have now 
entered the new period without EU sugar quotas for the 
first time in 50 years, and we have quite quickly seen an 
effect in the market where the sugar price in the EU 
dropped from app. 500 Euro to 400 Euro within a few 
months. It has already had a negative effect on the beet 
price for this year and it will undoubtedly put even 
stronger pressure on the beet price when within a few 
months we start the negotiations with the processor 
about the beet price for 2019. 
 

Jørn Dalby, President 
Danske Sukkerroedyrkere (Danish Beet Growers), Denmark 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Next meeting: 

 

WABCG Council 
23-26 April 2018 

Rotterdam (The Netherlands) 
 
 

The World Association of Beet and Cane Growers (WABCG) is the international organisation which groups together the national and regional 
associations of sugar beet and sugar cane growers at international level. WABCG has 36 member associations and unites over 5 million sugar 
beet and sugar cane growers from the five continents. WABCG is present in over 30 countries, producing 60% of world sugar production. 

 
www.wabcg.org  


